Prologue: A Dove Through the Bullets
I could remember searing through the clouds of dust, spews of gunpowder streaming all around me.
Bits of shrapnel flew wildly through the wind, and the gross droning of planes were above.
I could barely see where I was going, I just knew that I needed to get home - quickly.
I could feel the pull and remember the tastes and smells, but right then, I could only smell smoke. I
could only hear bombs and bullets whizzing past my body.
In an instant, I was struck, through a wing that began to pang to the sound of my heartbeat.
Ignoring this, I flew on, dodging more bullets, and a falcon rigged with armor.
Before I could exit the battle field, my foot was shot clean off...But it did not matter
because it wasn’t my lucky foot.
I sang out a battle song to get me through the night:
We blast our way through destiny, we shoot our way through truth!
We clash our way to victory, and slam these hinges loose,
we're pounding out the futures flaws, and making room for new!
Beating out the dark in this, we're shutting that out too!
I cannot change the future, but I have surely tried,
grab the reins and see it - the future! Now let's ride!
I made it home in the coming morning, crashing to the floor of the pigeon loft, where my faithful
human attended me immediately. The capsuled note from my leg was handed off with haste.
In days following I'd be regarded as a hero, having saved hundreds in a one way flight
back home.
Of course I knew not what that meant, I just knew I was never gandered at in the same way as
before - I was no longer a pesky pigeon, but rather, a peace dove.
And when a boy-in-training held me on my very last breath, wondering just how brave he could
be too, I could only smirk at this mysticalish thought and say, "don't do it kid."
But I didn’t, was already gone.
Someone had to warn him right? I peeled back into the world...

Chapter 1: Life of the Garden
Horrified.
No not quite that.
Awe-struck.
Perhaps why we come here with no sense, right, wrong, reason. Too overwhelmed by the gob smack of
having a ship - a body! And even that, not quite yet...
As if still in the womb, but swung high in the arms of ancient oaks, I swayed through sunshine, then
the shade of the branches, bobbing for days, slowly gaining distinguishable flesh. Also, a heartbeat. By
all-good-things-under-the-sun! I had a heartbeat! I breathed! What an awkward thing it is to breathe.
I breathed for days. And then I could sing. A little squeak. What a strange little voice unlike my
Mothers', and the roar of the forest when the rocking of the trees got hefty.
The sounds I could hear rang out this peculiar song:
Infinity is all aglow, feelings we cherish, something more is happening, and yet we do know it,
endless, ignited for intelligent life, unfathomable, something language could not say,
welcome to the earth, all, all that is, all that is, and continues to be infinite.
I wasn't sure I liked the song yet...I'd just got here after all, it made no sense. Nothing
made sense, actually.
One morning, I felt the warmth of my Mothers' body leave, she was aloft to harvest food for a
mouth. My mouth. She knew I was coming - I could feel it too. The wretched discomforting pressure to
just get on with it. I tweeted for help, but no one answered.
Chip, chip, chip, away at that bone wall of egg, hard as these things called rocks, but eventually it
split; My eyes still glued shut, shutting out the now-naked light.
But finally I was free from the womb that bound me! I could finally fly free back to the spirits from
where I'd come!
But not...This body could not be left. Nor the hunger I could escape, helpless I was in this imprisoning,
ugly form.
Cared for, fed, fed for days, I struggled. My body would not move at my command! I toppled
and tripped, rolled over, neck swinging, head-heavy, though hunger urged me to prop this pile of flesh
upright and beg...And even then, this body would not obey. How weak I did feel!
Lovingly, my Mother always returned, offering warmth, food, and the strength to keep going.
Over time, sensations changed, my body erupting in quills of black and white that became
gray as time drawed.
Finally, I opened my eyes, I saw the sky! My home! My marvelous, dangerous sky...And it said
to me:
This rebirth: are you a soul that returns? Or a soul that stays?
guide them I do, because there is no other way,
to be sure they come down, to be sure they stay dead,
to be sure they are born, to be sure they are next,
but do you struggle unto this? Deepness into thisshall you shoulder your way into darkness again?
I've no power here, for life can't be stopped,
a soul has free will, but a body does not...

I'd quite gotten that already. Thank you, I thought, a little perturbed.
So sudden, there sat my Father, a fabulous, handsome, gray bird.
Bird.
Was that what I was?
I ate and ate, but the hungrier I seemed. I squawked, and fluttered tiny, insignificant wings, my mouth
staying ablaze for food.
I watched my parents search, fight, and scramble for the very best of what they could find, a ditty in
their gullets as they sprang about. Quickly I learned that nature was full of this caress called song. It
was full of melodies, synchronicity and rhyme. How funny it was then, I could not pick out patterns or
carry a tune. I just trod after those gay Mockingbirds, hoping for food.
It was then that I made a tumble to the earth below, how scary the ground was! Oh but wasn't the sky?
How dangerous I swung in those tree tops! Was nothing safe?
Scrabbling amongst the weeds and bugs, unbeknownst that I could have fed these things to myself, my
parents did not abandon the thought of me for a second, they stuffed my mouth again and again,
roosted in the brush I hid in at night, and dive-bombed the dreaded garden cat that
meowed me a malicious melody.
“Me, me, me!” He or she, warmed up.
“Why worlds are meant to separate, thy garden heaven-bound!
the only problem is, this birdy's safely on the ground,
so have I took the light in paw, a spinning orb in palm,
will they work a heated sweat, as the evil go on, calm,
if thy world is meant to separate, and earth is heaven-bound,
the only problem is, this cat is safely on the ground!”
That is when I learned that cats thought they ruled the Earth. And, that there was nothing safe about the
ground.
But I survived it all.
Branching my way to flighted victories, I, to my surprise, one day, flew. Flew to the fence
in the garden.
I flew.
Did you hear that?
The most wondrous of this thing I did, I flew, flew like a spirit, free...Soon, I would be
back home, safe and sound again in my beloved Eden of blue...Yet there was still that awkward
sensation of feet hitting the garden gate. I had to close my wings too. I flew, but I should
have been truly free.
Again, again, I crashed awfully, I was not pained except for that my infuriating suit hit
whatever I hit, I just didn't fit in this bird suit. Even when my wings had grown wide, my tail
long, tapered, my experience of exploring the wind, greater heights...Nothing made me fit.
I had even started to carve the breezes, but they would not bow down to the slightest wrong
turn of my body. Eventually I had to accept this, especially when my parents began to stray, I
had to be courageous, and so I began to try and enjoy flight.
Through the warmth of the rest of that spring, the heat of the followed Summer; to which I loved being
tested by it's storms; and then Fall when the air filled with flickering leaves, I happily flew through
Winter in song. It's stillness and cold gave me time to think, and I finally wrote my bird song...

“From death I learned that things can die, from life I learned to bleed,
from this I cannot say I've lived, not even in between,
from birth I didn't know to know, that I'm not meant to break,
into the painful things I feel, so I don't have to wake,
I hide myself inside this chest, where I cannot be found,
to sketch my life into the dirt, I find I'm out of bounds,
buried deep inside this flesh, so I cannot be seen,
from death I learned that things can die, from life I learned to bleed,
bleeding keeps us bleeding, since we don't know what we knew,
but the body holds the heart and that precious thing is you!
From birds I learned to live, it is why I love to sing,
to know from death that things can die, yet life, I learned no-thing!
but death, I learned to live again, be breathing in this breast,
a pearl in the biggest shell, we all did manifest!”
The other birds stared at me strange, just wanting to continue to peck and scratch.
My words would haunt them 'Till next Spring.
Spring sprang upon me and I remained ignored by the other youths, flocking the trees in search for the
perfect one. Singing came from every which way. I thought the songs were rather sickeningly sweet or goofy. I did not care to be like them.
The nest-builders went on like this:
“ Lovin' pink and baby blue,
is it a girl? Or am I fooled?
A little boy, or maybe two,
and if it were, what do we do?!
What precious gifts, this Mother gave,
to he and she, this joyous day,
I'm lovin' pink, and baby blue,
and everything, just seems so new!”
The newly wedded crowed on like this:
“Summer's gold, I take the price,
of wanting you, my entire life,
Summer's gold, I wish to see,
me take a chance-what could we be?
Summer's gold, a bird like you,
your meadows green, the things you do,
your love for Earth, your love for this,
in Summer gold, a way to bliss!”
The flirts carried on like this:
“The puzzle of love, to do or to not,
to fall or forget, or is that all that you got?
The puzzle of love, well what's stopping us?

What's stopping you, if we have such a trust?
The puzzle of love, to be or to drop,
to go back in time, maybe not what I thought,
I mean it's not all that stuff, it's not what we think,
it's just a small crush, but it's love in a blink!”
I honestly couldn't take it anymore. I dodged every lovesick male and glowing female, yet still got
caught up in their fluffy disputes and with one wrong move I was swept from the air by dirty claws that
shot out from behind the wild Azaleas.
So lowly the brutal pain of humility! For I had cheekily teased that garden cat in the past.
It was a swift, elegant death so it seemed...Though as I watched, everything I'd ever owned was
stripped into the wind or mouth of the treacherous grounded creature.
I swore by next Spring I would outwit the four-legged, hence, be bigger and better...

Chapter 2: Crashing Into Fate
Through the crystalline womb I waited, foul air I sat in, a thick, sturdy, but unkempt nest
surrounded me for a forever. I could listen to a peep, peep, peep, of a brother beside me, he
too, still jailed by his shell-prison.
But where was I? What was I to become? Something bigger and better, I reminded myself.
I hoped.
The pressure to hatch, once again, came. It was easier this time, and I spilled out, bumping into my new
nest-mate. He chirped at me, my brother.
We were both fed well, though we often squabbled with one another. We grew so slow it felt like
forever. I was not satisfied by this wearing time until I could see the bare sunlight, I'd finally opened
my eyes.
I will be here forever, stay forever in your heart! Cried the Sun.
As you will mine, by the law of time, no matter paths ahead, we leave our soul prints in the
dirt, in the grass, in the sand, of the earth. I will stay forever, how about you? As a lover,
as a friend, as a consciousness, no matter the paths ahead, you shall find me, and I shall be
your soul print.
So you will be here always? Every life I'm born? I asked.
The flicker of light was a smile.
I sighed.
My feathers came in slowly, painfully. Black, only black, as was our skin, wrinkling with age around
sparkling dark eyes. I admired my new kind, this body, such huge wings we grew!
But I soon found that learning to fly was a problem. These huge, beautiful wings were devastatingly
heavy, I felt like a prisoner of impractical beauty, though I wasn't about to give it all away so easily.
For weeks my brother and I flapped on the nest, slapping each other's faces under the condition of
taking turns, but if this meant to fly, then it was worth the comedy. We had to become strong.
In all of our boredom, we came up with little diddles to get us through the days, so we sang
this mushy song about a goofy human, because we'd seen one and he was strange and afraid of
heights.
“The day Jack Atlas came to town,
a willy wily sucked him off the ground!
Unfortunate for any men,
it's happening to him, again!
But this time he held on for life,
won't stand for it to happen twice!
He grabbed that wily by its' tail,
across the desert it then sailed,
goodbye to wilys big and bitty,
Mr. Atlas shows no pity!”
My brother asked why we bothered to make the human the conqueror. I just blinked. That's just
how the song went.

Finally one day, my brother took off, landing in a near tree. He cackled with joy and dared me
to do the same. Afraid to jump into the unknown, I hesitated. I was not far off the ground, but
I was scared the air would betray me, or rather, I was ashamed to admit that I did not trust
this body.
My wings were so bold and beauteous, but how they burned to get my toes narily off the ground.
I flapped my hardest and fell, quickly clamboring back to the nest for safety. I felt foolish.
Had I chosen the right life? Was bigger and better, better? My spirit felt squashed beneath
my own body weight; and my brother flew off without a second glance at pitiful me.
I tried to lure him back with one of our silly duets, but he had found his wings and nothing was more
important than that, in this moment.
Discouraged, I sat alone two days on the nest, back to singing my more melancholy of melodies; My
spiritual revelations, ironically woeing me, though they were enriching to have.
On that second day, after paddling at the air, singing songs of fighting spirit, I flew to the very same
tree my brother had, the very same branch, in the very same way. It did not satisfy as my brother had
done so first.
I continued to branch through the mossy oaks and beach-worn pines, but dead trees were my favorite, I
could better see the sky through dead trees, and the sky filled me with poetry.
“Oh is that the sky?” I'd say, as if flattered.
“Blue is very wide and tall,
it fills the spaces big and small,
in the air and on the sea,
in the rain and on the breeze,
it's on some birds, of course the sky,
it's on your cheeks when someone dies,
forever it is always there,
it's in the iris of your stare,
waterfalls, the tears you cry,
you're into blue when you goodbye,
how come I never thought of it?
Blue embraced me bit by bit-”
“It's not goodbye, silly buzzard!” My brother's voice interrupted me, as he thought I was thinking of
him. I actually hadn't, it was just how the song went, but I was happy to see him.
Turns out he'd not gone far, and we both, still had an eternity to go before we would ever fly
like our dedicated parents.
As we practiced, our parents remained our attendants, looking after us and protecting us,
instructing our cumbersome bodies for flight. But we simply were too greedy. We wanted to soar,
And our haste kept us falling to the forest floor, where we'd have to branch all over again.
These freedom-depleting weights for wings were becoming far too draw-backish...
I made a short flight from a pine to another one lazy afternoon as dusk arrived. Mother gave me
an encouraging glance as if to say: “You flew!”
No. I had not. Not until the canopy was beneath my wide, open wings would I be a creature of flight. It
was so frustrating.
Only was it days later My brother and I had climbed to the tallest tree we'd ever had. Our bald

little heads popped up out of the top bushels to see the willowing landscape of treetops. Above that,
was the open sky, clear as day, bright with sunshine. Endless...
For joy I leapt!
I leapt into the air, and for once it did not cave beneath me. The wind's current took me by the wing,
and away I soared on this big black Vulture body. Brother followed and we cruised the melty breezes
and swooned over the horizon in amazement.
I never wanted to come down! What a shame it would be to land! I wanted nothing to do with feetperhaps I even despised those grabby things!
Before I could burst into songs of flying glory, our parents, and several more of our kind greeted us
mid-air. Like magic, hundreds more of us appeared, like an endless maze of bodies, gliding through the
torrents. It took my vulture breath away.
I was stoked! What a dream! Flying on the thinnest of elements, and not so much as none of us
crashed. We were soaring!
We Vultures were birds of ritual. In the morning, we bathed in the sunrise, scavenged the bay
for foods, then alit our wings and soared; sometimes for hours on end. We'd eat, roost, fly again at
sundown, and then return to the rookery to sleep.
This happened over many years and I was still considered young, I needed no partner or
successors and this was good, because I only wanted to fly. I needed nothing but to fly, fly
forever more.
One lazy Summer I landed on the earths' yucky ground, hopping over to a crowd of my kind eating at
the roadside. It was normal as ever as we grunted over portions and scattered bones.
Metal bovines as we called them, sped past, we were used to this and their occasional horrible
honking, but today was unusually busy.
After eating my share, I turned to watch a peculiar sight across the street, where a building
sat nestled on the hill. It was not the house on the hill that concerned me, but the creeping
animal that slank along the tall grass, in pursuit of a fellow bird, but not of my kind.
The cat did not see me, nor cared about me or the vultures, we were too big and better to be
lunch.
I couldn't help but spit a warning anyway.
“Are you a cool cat? Silky ears, quiet paws, stealthy ways, pretty smile?
Gorgeous fur, wispy tail, curvy whiskers?
Are you a cool cat? climbing trees, drinking milk, chasing mice?
Or did you puddle jump in the mud you swore not to play in?
Climb a tree so high, can't get down, and found out cats don't always land on their feet?
What is a cool cat anyway? Walkin' high, flashin' glances, struttin' paws...
Takin' chances, admitting mistakes, livin' the dream?
Learn a lesson ally cat!”
But it was just then that a mechanical bovine came screeching to a stop, swerving around us
lazy birds, but struck me.
My fellows took to the wind as I was tossed to the side of the road, my eyes blacked out, and
my body faded from sensation.
No! I wanted to shout. My glorious, glossy black wings slowly being stripped away.
I would come back smarter.

Chapter 3: Long Live I
Another egg, another wait, another long agonizing wait to open my feeble eyes, but I'd come.
With prickles for feathers that had to be grown into, I was black, but not a Vulture.
My Mother, a bird, a spiritual being, her spread black wings were an umbrellaed fortune! What
a shelter I'd come under, but alas I smelled a weak Spring. Looking out these windows for eyes,
I saw hung cool ice, glass icicles, a dripping wreathe, our hollow like a mystic mouth of diamond
teeth, melted by day, but reappeared by night.
I'd never seen snow in my life. I had had young Winter claws, ripe snowflakes glittering on my
fur, and just outside were wild rings of haloed fog, like a Frisbee thrown between mountains winged
with storms! All was cold, I could not breathe, nor accept this form.
Such poetry this life was, looking out these eyes again, I swore again, I'd be reborn again,
but this beauty shocked me far too greatly since I was expecting the world to be far more dangerous.
So there I be, crawling back to Spring.
The next year. The same bird, a Raven, the same family, the same tree.
Looking out these eyes again, I'm here again, alive again, shaken by a failed try, I was
shattering the frost off me, a silken heart, fresh in her feet- ah, feet again...
I faced my mourning...But it did not come, I could not feel it; like I forgot my sadness was not real.
But maybe it was just because I was back again, to try again, me and these two others. The three of us,
we ate and grew, fledged marvelous feathers. Proud we were, proud were our parents, proud were our
siblings from seasons past that helped to attend us. We all thrived, everyone. We all lived together,
forever, for the rest of our lives.
We were wise birds, never starved, we played and played. In fact, there was nothing else to do but be
cunning, and my favorite thing of all - we collected beautiful things.
We had jingles to go with each of our hobbies, and my favorite was the one we sang as we rummaged
for treasures.
“Juggling rainbows on your tongue,
a taste of clearly, what is fun,
a crystal in my beak, oh no,
I've got three, don't let them go!
Three's a crowd, but that's okay,
I have a rainbow in its' place,
sultry orange, a baby blue,
a green eyed glass, so just like you,
I juggle rainbows on my wings,
cause who said seven makes the string?
Hey pretty boys and lovely girls,
I think I dropped a couple pearls,
no big deal, I think they're yours,
cause you've got greatness, that's for sure!”
I loved being a Raven. I loved how it felt! And as for the flying? I flew like no other birds. We dipped
and dived, played catch through the air, I could soar and scream for joy, and every- one in my family
understood! How amazing it felt to be understood!

The following Spring my nest-mates and I helped to rear our next set of brothers and sisters, to whom I
took a great liking to. Fascinated I was to watch these fine birds grow. They became so magically
cloud-like on their skill-filling wings, that I could shed a tear watching them burst into the breezes for
the very first times, dancing all on their own as Nature showed them the ways of the wind.
Having witnessed this miracle, I decided that next Spring I would give myself permission to
fall in love.
But I found him that Winter; a small, but strong Raven. His beauty plain, but his talents
overwhelmingly fashionable.
He sat in a tall pine, crying out our beloved song, a song that healed icy wounds from the
past. The song was Winter-Washer:
“How much does it cost, to fly away with these,
the pretty flakes of Winter, the vaporized, the freezed,
the glitter from the silence, the dust upon the trees,
fragments of the moon, or Winter bumblebees,
they are marvelous and dainty, the white upon the moor,
they are the children of my heart, and they tap upon its' door,
confetti from the sky, petals for the bride,
sprays of night-sky waves, that came at eventide,
blue sunsets that ripple, quake and slightly splash,
clouds of cold saltshakers, just to add that dash,
the dropping temperature, the aid to see thy breath,
the danger of the ice, possibility of death,
but no, it's aqua blue, this azure painted snow,
can drip the icicles, or freeze and then regrow,
enjoy this faltered beauty, enjoy this fractured scene,
before these washed out colors, become your Summer green.”
He became mine, and partners in crime, and we soared into Spring like the almightiest of Ravens. I felt
invincible - almost haughty at times. There was no better thing than to be a Raven; we were clever,
more clever than the world.
No Raven in the rookery had ever been taken by such a dull thing as a predator or a car. We hardly
diseased. We were too smart for that. We all lived to wondrous ages, half a century I did - What a life!
I felt as though I'd lived completely, like nothing had stopped me, like nothing had ever been in my
way!
Except death itself. Age.
And then I had to wonder...Could I do worse?

Chapter 4: Unnatural Beauty
In this life I learned of bars and cages, glass and corncob. From inside my egg prison, I had already
learned of my parents' bilingual ways - what grotesque sounds they did speak! And I would have to
learn these words too, words, of the humans.
And of course words of the raucous Parrot too.
For the first time, I sprouted not black feathers, but green, shimmering green! How gaudy but good! I
was so beautiful, everyone told me so.
In this strange life I came to find that my parents simply did not remain. Their caring mouths were
replaced with things called spoons, and I had to settle with living in a completely human world.
It was all so rather strange, but I rather came to like it. It was spoiling and rich. I hardly had to worry
about anything, if I wished something, I usually got it.
What did sometimes concern me was that my giant green wings took forever to blossom forth.
Actually...I was shredding paper, destroying bobbles called toys and crunching on kibble before I had
even come near to fledging.
I was playing games, dancing and singing commercial jingles before these stupid feathers could
even lift me off the ground. Even then, I did not fly.
It almost felt like years had past...but I'd been far too busy with my foolish diddies and entertaining
words.
“I'm a cracker stow-away,
I eat crackers everyday,
I take them from the kitchen shelf,
I take them for my hungry self,
I eat them without telling you,
I eat crackers, yes it's true!”
Or,
“Jock, Jock, lookout for Jock,
he eats your Popsicles,
Jock, Jock, watch out for Jock,
he devours them whole,
Jock, Jock, lookout for Jock,
he eats your donuts too,
Jock, Jock, watch out for Jock,
he comes right from the blue!”
I was Jock by the way.
Ah, but yes, there were times I forgot of the most important things in life, as I would get so wrapped
up in my alien world. I was even green for heaven's sake.
So one day I decided to do it - try to fly.
Feeling overweight and rather clumsy, I jumped off my perch and crashed to the floor with a thud.
How could I have let this happen?
I had only ever lived to fly! And now my purpose was gone. What do I do? What do I do?!

Weeks past after my crash landing episode, and I'd finally found the culprit of my predicament.
It was the aviary keeper! And he'd been snipping my wings since the beginning of time. For that, I
nabbed him good.
For some time this worked, but the world insisted I be clipped. Even my favorite human soon turned
on me.
I bit and flapped and clawed to protect my growing wings, but the world was out for them and no one
liked the bird I'd become because of it. If they couldn't have a clipped bird, they couldn't have me at all.
From cage to cage I went, from human to human I was juggled. These long, drawing half-lives of
losing everything you fall in love with, wore on as I waited for my wings...
I slowly slunk to death at eighty-eight, finally realizing this life would offer nothing more.
Depressed to death, I left this green bird so weird and beautiful...and for nothing in
particular.
I'd outdone my Raven years...But some how eight decades of agony would never compare to even
a fleeting life of a touch more joy. While I settled on this mindset, I had to wonder if there was any
light coming toward the dark days of Parrot-keeping.
I creeped back into life as another Parrot...
Born I was into another life of bars, cages, glass and corncob. I grew fast and strong, and fledged with
wings on fire. I literally was a fireball of red and yellow, my wings hot blue, green and purple. I was a
dancing flame, both on the ground and in the air! How I'd missedflight! So savory!
I raced my siblings around the house, through rooms with aerial cunning, there was so much to regain
from my years of clipped prison, but it was all coming back to me and I loved every second of it!
“Blazing, raging fire! Fire is out of control!
Flaming, bursting fire! Fire is never controlled!
Shoving, flying, ashy-flashy, hot is heat,
it's spreading fast!
Flaking, breaking, shooting, raising!
Fire is left as a whole!
A laughing machine, a quiet ravine, a flaming black remnant of coal!”
My sisters would giggle and race me to the curtain rod, only to start up another tune about our goodlooks.
“The fire is dancing to a beat,
Flames so delicious and strangely sweet,
they say that a fire is yellow and red,
uncontrolled bleeding of blue instead, bled! (she flashed her wings)
ocean blue embers that float, fly away,
though the face of the fire, remains here to stay,
smoke twists and turns, just wrapping the air,
looking at you with a cold flaming stare!
The color of fire is something you learn,
inside your eyes, the bleeding blue burns,
so when the fire screams to just shout,
the dance is now done, when the fire's put out!”

“But we don't go out!” Sabrina gave a girly giggle all over again.
This life had been so sweet...Almost too sweet to be true...As was the food. The colorful
little kibbles shaped like...something, slowly it killed me, and I bit the dirt by food.
No more Parrots I thought, it was far too traumatic.

Chapter 5: Through a Looking Glass
Chipping at the egg, to which perfectly lie, in circular goodness, appealing to the minds' eye, I am but a
moment, two minutes of time, and I will be here, for the rest of my life.
Scared, new, and weak, and delicate, like petals, pearls, plumes and mayple leaves, ten thousand times
I tried to hide, avoid this road to brand-new life...
I mourned as I came, if not a Mockingbird so simple, if not a Vulture so dim, if not a Raven so above
itself, and Parrots-unbelievably impractical to the spirit desiring of freedom; What was next?
A garden bird.
Brown and speckled, thrashing about in the dead leaves of the forest edge. A garden bird, how about
that? Oh what was so splendid to learn from such a simplistic creature? What had I done!?
Half-hearted, I ate and grew and fledged. The plain minds around me acting for my sheer survival. So
unemotional! How brainless this kind!
The moment I found my wings again, I took to the sky with a song in my mouth, wanting to never
return, not to the ground, not even to the trees.
“Give me sky!” I cried.
Curiously...I then recalled...Blue...Some distant memory, a life I could not remember. A human Boy,
and his innocent blue eyes...
“Crystal crumble, crystal crack,
another thought is coming back,
a baby born, a boy he was,
he was special, that's because,
crystal crumble, crystal split,
no one else would ever fit,
blue as diamonds, skylight eyes,
sunset blue and blue sunrise,
crystal crumble, crystal bite,
baby blue, but blue as night,
innocent as one could be,
babies are, and so you see,
crystal crumble, crystal dream,
is it really what it seems?
Babies eyes change color to,
grow out of being baby blue,
crystal crumble, crystal shed,
the baby blue has finally fled,
but innocent the blue turns back,
crystal crumble, crystal crack.”
Who was that boy? I just could not recall...
By next Spring, I'd finally found a reasonable match, a handsome Brown Thrasher whom I taught the
awe of flight, the wonders of being a living thing.
We taught the same to our chicks who grew and fledged beautifully that Summer. They were
Thrashers like no other, nearly cunning as the Raven I once was.

How perfectly delightful, I thought.
Evolution.
It was Mother Nature at her best. Higher consciousness, ha! What a thought, and proud of it.
Generations of this pristinity quickly overtook the neighborhood, so did our grace and skills. Smarts
and the fashion in which we hunted became an art, we built stronger, better nests than ever, and
fledglings stayed around longer to craft their piloting abilities. These once petty garden birds were
mating for life, using tools, settling territory disputes with fair trades.
It was enchanting to watch.
I had made my mark in this life, but unfortunately, carelessly abandoned it also.
I'd forgotten everything I'd learned about glass in my Parrot lives, all three very important
things.
That it was beautiful for one, a barrier for two, and cannot always be seen by ultra-violet
eyes for three.
Smack I went into the window, concussed to death and sent away on yet another winged adventure.
After all, it was far too delicious to give up.

Chapter 6: The Romantic Red Birds
I didn't go far.
I was hatched to Cardinals, looking down and around at the Thrashers that had smartened up.
Confounded but unphased they were, already mated for life, and living long for song bird kind.
Sing did these song birds.
“We all have expectations, we don't know about the world,
but we know that it is love, in every boy and every girl,
in all stones and rushing water, the animals and trees,
it is love that makes us Godly, it is love that we believe,
even if we are not present, even if we get so lost,
we cannot forget truth, love is here when we are not.”
This is what they sang about their fellow garden birds, but they sang about many other things too. Like
being in love, falling in love, finding love, they were really quite romantic, and the duets never seemed
to end.
“I am thankful for words, I am thankful for you,
I am thankful for love, all the things that you do,
I am thankful were here, I am proud to be yours,
I am thankful for thoughts, it is you I adore,
I am thankful for all, everything we have done,
I am thankful you realized, that I was the one!”
Sometimes it was amusing to watch the young red Cardinals trying out their poetry skills atop the
highest branches in the neighborhood. Females would flock to take a listen.
“With love I give you everything, and all is to return,
with love there's so much more to life, I feel the passion burn!
With love the world is beautiful, and everyone is free,
with love I feel so powerful, and with that, I can see,
with love a hope is churning here, created by my soul,
with love I came to happiness, and now I feel so whole,
with love to be received in life, I made it to the moon,
with love I plant a garden now, with love I made it bloom,
with love I can do anything, and that is why I feel,
love is all we'll ever need, to be something so real!”
The ladies would chirrup with excitement and start a game of chase if they decided this poet would be
theirs'. I was too young to join in; but in all honesty, it seemed so ridiculous and foolish for the time
being.
As much as I coveted my Cardinalness, there was one problem, the Cardinals were homey,
unventurous, and played things safe. My spirit was braver than that, and so I felt crushed.
I gave into this perspective. Accepting these fluttery, agile, but no where near to soarable

wings, and instead sat atop the powerlines and sang, coming up with love songs for no one in
particular.
“Sweet cherry love, a blossom in sight,
dance with me here, in this lovely twilight,
never let go, these branches so tender,
reaching for you, we are always together,
sweet cherry love, like petals in Spring,
I'd like to come, and finish this thing,
moonlight, or sunshine, in twilight I swear,
wherever you are, I'll be waiting here,
give and I'll take, you take and I'll give,
in the sweetest of love, is the power to live.”
I Can't say I'd made as much a mark in the world of the cardinal, as my tradition of song and art fell
me to the absence of presence. From the powerline I was plucked, so swiftly and elegant, by a massive
bird of prey. So skilled in her ways, that I never heard or seen her coming. So radiant was her pursuit, I
could not even mourn my own loss - how aweing it was to see such perfection!
Her tracking, observation, her body carved into such a dance that catching me was like reaching over
to pick a flower.
I would have to come back as a Hawk.

Chapter 7: Like a Lone Wolf Does
Such gentleness I found in these hunters of the sky. Dedicated were my new parents, seasoned in their
abilities to raise my sister and I. fed so well we were, in the large cozy nest made just for us, steadied
on the branches of an aged hardwood.
How they celebrated our fledging like no other birds...They followed us for days, showing us the
shapes of the sky, traversing the weather, molding the breezes and climbing the invisible walls of
coming storms. We practiced hunting and everything that came with it - stealth, strength, grace, power,
precision, moral, safety, importance.
Perhaps nothing stated the teachings better than their provoking songs, which caught our ears and
helped us learn.
“Apply all your knowledge, every statement that's true,
use all your senses, see what you can do,
intend your attention, be at it's best peak,
to find all you wish, and to find more to seek,
be one with the earth on the masculine side,
be one with the sun, then the elegant pride,
take steps towards your dreams, to the ones sleep and wake,
and bring them to life, in your hands you may make,
to craft your own failures, to build your own breath,
to structure your spirit, to plan your own death,
be it death of the ways, you used to climb skies,
or the body so blessed, before your own blinded eyes,
apply all your knowledge, your power is true,
use all your senses, and know what to do.”
How intelligent they were… How independent of their own doing they took responsibility.
We stood at the top of the world.
As tall as we stood, I had never known criticism from the rest of the world as I did when I was a
Hawk… No one but Hawks ever looked me in the eyes.
We Hawks were limited in friends and alliance. I endured merrily sung judgments from neighboring
Robins to whom we never laid a claw on. How unfair the community seemed so, but I paraded on with
a humbleness as my ears were bashed unapologetically.
“He's a robber type, he tips the hat!
No, swings a beak, am I like that?
A piercing eye, a fiercesome gaze,
don't look now, they're here to stay,
he's a thieving type, he strokes a wing,
and tilts a tail and sails that thing,
they stay away, 'cause he's so shady,
as is his friends, as is his lady,
like the wind, he's cool and smooth,
a criminal, and on the loose,
for being him, what is it like?

To be assumed, an evil kite,
is what you are, you drop the claws,
on everything you ever saw,
he's a robber type, but not like that,
he's a free and cunning ally cat,
he's a mystery for loss of words,
he's beautiful, but one bad bird,
a sweet lesson, a bitter test,
to know myself, or know what's best,
he's a robber type, he can't be stopped,
he stays alive, with all he's got,
never blinked an eye to kill a foe,
a spotless run, now watch him go,
he's outta here, it's time to leave,
and stun our eyes, and fall to knees,
to hang our jaws and word our mouths,
what was that, that happened now?
No, he'll be gone, as gone as days,
you know his type, you know their ways!”
While it may have humbled me, I took his words to heart, simply believing it was what I was – a thief,
a robber, that I ate everyone in sight, birds, bugs, animal, reptile, even once, an innocent fish. I stooped
to egg thief in dire times of need...
I could befriend no one but fellow Hawks, but even then, we found it easier to fly alone. As grandiose
as I'd become, I did not find this body to be satisfying much longer, so fate granted me death by injury.

Chapter 8: Paradise
It felt as easy as waking up in the morning, I was born to the most pleasant of Chickadee parents,
twittering softly but cheerfully as they welcomed my arrival; as well as the arrival of two others.
“Family colors!
Red, blue, confetti,
yellow, green, falls softly,
some hard,
some fly upwards,
like odd feathers,
but they shine, shine, shine,
so content with these colors,
all colors, are there any others?
More lovely?
Family colors!”
And a family we indeed did stay, after fledging, my siblings and I traveled with our parents as a flock,
hopping bird feeder to bird feeder, backyard to backyard, seeing the world and living easy all at the
same time. We had it good.
One morning I went out in search of water in the most beautiful of a garden. Quickly I found a
trickling pond to which I drank from, musing at the flowy, glowing red fish that swam below. Above
me were boughs of blossoms and pollinators. Hummingbirds winked as they watched me gander.
Across the yard was an old wood deck, a squeaky rocking chair where a human sat, his eyes wandering
the yard with a pleased smile on his face. Every now and then, he would look to the bird feeders with
book in hand.
Curious, I fluttered closer only to find that there were birds trapped in that book! How horrible! I
thought, but upon close inspection, I found they were motionless pictures; just a glob of color in the
shape of us, avians.
I had not realized it, but by the time I'd gotten my good look, I was standing on the deck railing only a
few feet away from the enamored human. The old man smiled with joy as I twittered in question.
He moved very slowly, his hands suddenly offering a tidbit to eat. Unafraid, I landed on his finger and
took the delicious little morsel. I flew back to the railing and held it in my foot to munch away.
He was delighted. There was something interesting about this, about him, but I didn't trust myself just
yet. I flew back to the garden to find my family and sing a Chickadee song.
“Chickadee-a-doodle!
white and black we peep,
chirping little birdies,
we tweet and tweet and tweet,
cracking out of eggshells,
popping out to dry,
growing into big birds,
and learning how to fly!
Chickadee-a-doodle,
it is happiness we love!
let's sing a little song,

even if life gets tough,
we will never stop,
for singing keeps us high,
flying like a spirit,
above the trees we climb!”
The song made me think for a moment...Was it because I was so small that the world seemed so
endless and new? It felt like life never seized, and therefore I had no time to worry about my worries,
they were all crowded out by he constant alien persons, places, things, birds, trees, and...Everything.
Even this thought quickly past, as my flock had just discovered that the neighbors had just put up a new
birdbath.
The next noon, as I was hunting for grubs in the garden over, again, I saw the old man in the rocking
chair. Remembering the tasty bite of cheese he'd gifted me, I quickly flew to the railing. Again he held
out his hand, offering bits of a sandwich; Cheese, a little bread, and even a part of the cold cut.
I dove for the cheese, landing on his hand. He was delighted as ever. I gobbled up everything and
cocked my head at him.
How generous! I thought.
The following morning I brought my siblings and we came upon the man like a flock of well…
Chickadees. He was already armed with cheese, so we ate like kings.
In the afternoon, our parents joined us, and all five of us had fun teasing and tickling the man with
splendor. We'd perch on his hands, arms, and on his head, it was great fun for all of us! It had been so
much fun, that the next day he brought even more cheese, birdseed, and also, little humans!
At first we were a bit shy of them, as they suddenly jumped or squealed with joy, but eventually we got
used to this, as they did, of us, scrambling on their delicate fingers.
For many weeks we did this, visiting our dear old friend who came with tidings of cheese and seed.
Sometimes the kids would be there, sometimes not, but almost always was our friend, Fred. The yard
began to fill with lovely surprises, such as orange halves, and suet. The pond and flowerbeds got
packed with foliage and color. Fred spent rigorous amounts of time keeping things healthy and
beautiful. He seemed to care more and more as time went on.
He stopped using chemicals in his grass, so we were able to eat from it again, and insect-loving avians
began to flock to the yard again. We all made friends, and there was food for everybody; hardly there
was a scuffle, and we all trusted Fred.
We thanked Fred with our songs and dances and doing our own share of work in the gardens. I flitted
in circles with merry thoughts, landing on a brightly colored citrus feeder, and tweeted:
“Too sweet the world would be so,
if on that earth it snowed,
'cause on an earthy orange,
there'd be no asphalt roads,
but nice it'd be to feel,
so soft my talons curled,
on a fruit so beautiful,
if an orange peel was the world!”
In the Fall, Fred's biggest thing was peanut feeders.

“Everyday the wheel is turning,
fallen leaves shall meet their burning,
breezes roll, and then they stop,
acorns fall and loose their tops,
leaves a' blow, all colors there,
red to brown, fall everywhere,
Autumn's coming, don't you see?
Are you ready for it? It's not ready for me!”
I sang atop the over-flowing bird feeders and suet cages in the winter.
“Winter broke my frozen heart and all contained within it,
feeding off my icy coins, like a thieving little bandit,
don't talk me down I still love snow, you'll never creep unto me,
my love for Winter plays my harp, the loudest and the stringy,
snowflakes, crystals, tinsel, shine, and all of the above,
will never go away from, my unconditional love!”
Winter drew on, and sometimes I wasn't sure I had unconditional love for it, but none the
matter, I continued to sing.
“Short it shines,
covers the pines,
as it falls I call it snow,
watch the ground just over-flow,
pears of ice, cold to the touch,
how can you say it's nothing much?”
Ice was impressive, especially during storms, but we always seemed to find our way out. Fred's
gardens were full of shelters.
It was then sometime in Spring that we emerged victorious, again singing songs of warm
goodness and love of life.
I couldn't have asked for a more wondrous, adventurous life, but as I had come to realize over these
centuries, all wondrous, adventurous lives come to wondrous, adventurous ends; My flock had a
fruitful, beautiful, Spring that year, but come Summer, we were rained out, stormed, and drowned by
something even heroic Fred could not stop - Mother Nature herself.
The dragonous gales and mighty waters vanquished the gardens leaving not much but Fred's home and
the strongest trees.
In a flash, I vanished in streams of Angel tears, grateful to have had such a cheery little ship - this
Chickadee life. But God help that fish, I went under, sunlight darting from my world, bubbles breaking,
jewels colliding, toroidal, torrential, and terrifying...
But you know Fred by now, he rebuilt the garden, and he would rebuild it again and again, for as long
as he lived.
And maybe I'd keep coming back for as long as I existed...

Chapter 9: A Knight In Pearl Armor
“Just a clouded mirror were these eyes before I grow,
to open up to Earth's rainbows,
to find the life giver, water bearer,
and learn that it is not taking, it is the sharer,
the gift of life was rain and fears,
I decided to conquer the element that ended me.”
So I appeared as a cygnet.
Water was our source of food, our source of protection, our source of how we did life itself. What a
choice I had made in conquering water! What a perfectly good choice! Undoubted sophistication was
the game of thy Swan, surrounded by unwavering love, ritual, dance, and song. Already prose-ridden
was this tiny chick, brought up on a private lake with seven brothers and sisters.
We had plenty of room to swim, roam, and feed, and there lived a human in the big white house upon
the hill, who came to bless us with corn, cabbage, and kibble. Times were prosperous, but I still
watched siblings go, across the rainbow bridge they flew, one by defect, two by fox, two by snake.
But the reasoning of the well-bred waterbirds that we were, was fierce. We had reasons for everything,
thus as devastated as we could be, never could we dwell in a who's-who fault. We mourned, we battled,
but eventually forgot.
It felt as though I carried memories from my many pasts, in the here and now of today as a Swan.
There was nothing to recuperate, nothing to recollect, it was all there. I knew the truth of life and death.
I was a moral Swan and nothing more.
This did not mean an end of a journey though, as wise as I deemed myself, there would always be
more to know.
That day came as I watched in terror, a Sparrow slapped against the yard's shed window, plinking
down into the pond below to drowned. I swam over as quickly as I could, taking him by the feathers, I
plopped him into the grass where he rested on the bank before flying off again.
While it was not me whom almost drowned, I felt like I had finally conquered the element I'd come
back for. But the realization wasn't over yet. The humans who kept us were witnesses, and moved.
Never again did they clip our wings.
My family migrated.
We came back in the Spring. We never failed to return, and the humans never could bring themselves
to hold us down again.
One day I brought them a lost bluebird chick. The people took it underwing, continuing to be amazed,
continuing to marvel.
My windows had been washed, defrosted by this merciful world, like a light shower of pure pebbles,
tasteless, unlike the sea, thoughts like water, slithered through my fowl mind, peacefully gliding
through an ultra-violet lens...
Looking out these eyes again, believing I had every right, to gaze this way upon these things,
with glorious, pondering enticement! How astounding it was to know myself, to fly only because
I was gifted, not because I was destined; only because I was a bird.
Ah-ha! Insight!

I had many blooming years as a Swan; Sweet orange Summers, pink peach Springs, golden Winters of
ice, Falls that were breath-taking. All agone with the movement of time.
Again, the call to migrate nipped at my third eye, so I sprinted across the water, taking to huge white,
and powerful wings, intent to return with a lover in the Spring.
But no.
I then stood over our wintering waters with a wing tapering at my side, shot by a hunter.
With great sorrow I would remember, a moment I called tragedy, disoriented by seconds I named fear:
Broken bones again.
Teeth of a cat.
A hit from a car.
The smack of a window.
The rage of a storm.
But here I was again.
There I stand.
And I was, so that I could be.
Was that not worth the death of me?
But what exactly was I asking? Was there no way to leave this plane elegantly? I changed that
now and sang:
“Synthesize my past behind,
for all I left, has made me blind,
I so believed, but then you came,
to shatter diamonds off this pain,
that held me in a prison world,
you let me go, my dearest girl,
complicate the futures' nows,
forget to ask me all about,
what I could be, because I know,
what I can change, what I've been so,
recreate, the blood I draw,
to picturize, all that I saw,
before you came, before I held,
the water in this drinking well,
this sacred lake, that learned of me,
and shattered diamonds off my sleep.”

Chapter 10: The Biggest of Changes
I found myself as a Crow. Not a Raven, but cousin Crow. And never had I been more hated by all and
everything.
I was stalked by dogs and cats and foxes, humans tried to shoot and poison us, even our own kind
would wage attacks for food and shelter. We resorted to stealing. We resorted to conflict. We would rob
birds of prey and tease animals with the consequence of injury.
It's like I'd forgotten everything.
With no intention in mind, I set out one early morning to think about what I had become. Suddenly I
heard a little voice. I realized I had alighted right beside a Mockingbird, that too, was seated on the
powerline. He sang:
“Hey Wily in the fat coat, black!
Givin' little heart-attacks to birds early to morn', whatcha doin', where ya goin', whatcha thinkin'?!
Don't land right there like that, no not next to me! You could be out for bones you shady cool! Can't ya
respect our little fears for ye? So dark are eyes of chocolate, swirlin'like coffee in the room of the
mystics, what goes on in that head I can't read, but could always heed. I got guts, but I got no trust in
you.”
I rolled my neck in somber, eyes charmed and hurt. I flared my wings to keep my balance as I kept my
toes stuck in the dirt, a firm grip on our perch. My heart was confused, my mind amused, but I finally
laughed these honest words:
“Kid, I don't know what you've seen, you're small to me, and fast to me, I plunge around these skies in
wonder, will I ever be as fast as he, as small as he, as loved as he? Never. I am shadows in the light, cut
down, a brilliant sapphire in the sun, but raucous and ruined, almost never on my own, 'cause I care
too much to hang onto hearts like mine, even if I could fly any where… What I'm trying to say is, I'm
sentient too, and in your pulsing mind's eye, trapped in the past, I shall always be something less.”
With great offense, the gray garden bird, flustered.
“How dare you speak so lowly of I! I'm a hunter of the many dimensions. I can do many things, I can
sing like a thousand angels, how dare you, how dare you! Of course you're a living thing! I'm not dull
like the sitting Ducks of the pond below!”
“And again you judge.” I quietly cawed.
“Little Mockingbird, you have no song I do believe, you are out for everyone elses'. I should know, for I
was once one of you, and credit them you do not. We are all judging, deceitful. You assume I am here
for your bones and feathers and it makes me feel compelled to apologize for who I am.”
“Forgive me if I slip a chuckle, you're a tickle on my well-set soul, reminding me how hard I've tread.
Kid, I wasn't always kind. Just yesterday I was out for bones; I'm a gnashing spear, with hungry moves,
delirious fur, wild eyes and a coughing call. But I've decided to calm these eyes, shut my beak, and
wander in search of only what is mine to take. I think I shall do as a Raven - collect glamorous things
that radiate in the sun, sparkle in the golden light. Have you ever enjoyed these small glimpses of
heaven, I hope?”

“You talk in riddles, you big black dragon! Never have I been so steered wrong, you talk of changing,
and it was only yesterday you were out for bones!? What do you seek to accomplish here?”
“Nothing.” I answered, hollow with potential. “Never mind, fair bird. I only wished to see if I could
catch a glance of someone coming into glorious waking. Glamorous Divinity, does no one understand
this sight? A wily and a garden bird sharing a space so peacefully? I'd love to see my ego shed as much
as I've dropped feathers, as much as I've dropped blood, lost my mind, crushed my heart, twisted my
soul. Maybe once I was a demon out to murder, but today I am changed. Thank you my friend, that is
my truth. You don't have to believe.”
And so life went on as did this duet that no one would remember for centuries; Little gray garden birds
still jumping out of their suits at the sight of a wily who humbly alights on the same perch to share the
same view, not of the horizon, but of tales - tales of a changed bird who was once out for his bones.
Another morning, I rose to the sun, hungry… I'd not eaten for days, as I'd been too busy sharing stories
and blah, blahing to my new friends, the garden birds. I'd not stolen an egg or a kill in months, and I
had much skill to desire as the weak hunter I was.
I picked a dumpster and began to rummage, fighting off a raccoon and an unfamiliar Crow who tried
to kill me. Grabbing a bit of something I did not even know what it was, I ripped and swallowed,
ripped and swallowed.
Out of no where, I became aware of the presence of two humans, who conspicuously took over the
dumpster, recovering old bicycle parts. I ignored them and continued to scarf my prize, when suddenly
I found myself hacking on the rat poison.
The humans heard my distress caws and looked, deducting that I probably wouldn't make it. The
young man poised to knock me out of my misery, but something in my eye said: “Don't do it, kid.”
His dear, familiar, blue eyes noticed.
We recalled hurts and purpose that we just hadn't recalled for a very long time… He took me home,
and by some miracle, I survived.
It took a week to get over the poisons, but Thomas seemed to know what he was doing and treated me
well. I was better than I ever had been.
We found ourselves living the same lives we had, almost two-hundred years ago. Thomas was still a
soliger, fighting for what he thought was right, and I was still a Pigeon, delivering messages in request
for peace.
But there was no war here, no not any more.
Just bike rides, long days at the park, and sometimes, a really good sandwich.
Thomas did not cage me nor had any desire to, he thought it was cooler that I chose to be around him
by will. I was an anomaly in his life, and it seemed like it made a difference. As Thomas and I watched
the sunset one evening, I cooed the best Pigeon poem I could muster through my Crowish vessel.
“Oh Thank you whoever you are!” I cawed to the Sun.
“Saftly in the cool of war,
I opened up the better door,
but not this time, I looked afar,
my facets caught like whitened scars,
you were kneeling, now I see,

that I was kneeled in front of me,
kneeling right before the ice,
a mirror of some other guy,
and I was kneeled in front of me,
begging for what I could be,
and what was that? A Dove so tame,
that you and I, became the same,
my dearest friend, we wait in ease,
as all else comes upon it's knees,
to realize we all want to be,
the man, the bird, the spirit, free,
be free of war, both inside out,
and find that everything is now,
and there's no time, better than here,
to say you lived a life so clear,
harmonious, and so believed,
it left us whole, and finally freed...”
Thomas and I spent many years together, a decade at least, making up for all of the adventures we
hadn't got to have. But they were even better than I would have ever imagined.
At eleven years old I had a near death experience, which rendered my left foot useless. Again,
Thomas saved me; the teenager working hard and long, becoming a teacher for wildlife, and ultimately,
getting to keep me, and keep me safe.
He even got me brothers and sisters; a fox called Kitty, Max the skunk, and several other abandoned
birds he nursed to health.
We traveled place to place and Thomas taught people all about us. I'd never had more fun in my life.
Children loved us, people cared.
Come one Winter, I died in the hands of a boy who would change the world.
That's it, I thought, my business is finished here. Goodbye beautiful boy, goodbye beautiful world.
Goodbye wings, goodbye foot, goodbye all wondrous things on this planet. I'm grateful for all you have
given.

Chapter 11: Spritely and Free
Looking out these eyes again, I was a Martin.
I was a Martin with faith and love, and comprehend, experience, returning views, I'd grown, in
knowledge, not spirit ascewed! My, I was wholeness! I could decipher… I cannot leap to my toes just
yet, impatient, though astrew with magic, already convexed in the arms of time, I remained awake to
all that is.
Again I was! I am, I am! And it was far too late to grieve my eternity. I darted over waters as I rose to
my wings.
Wings again! These things again!
I couldn't stop coming back, it was too delicious to give up!
I sped through the rain, each droplet in slow motion; singing my heart out at the young, confused
spirits that fluttered and twittered without an inkling of their immortality.
“When they shackled me unto this earth,
I came by spirit means,
overwhelmed by all this blue,
and sacred, emerald green,
bolted to the ocean floor,
caught depths and depths between,
wide-eyed to the pictures there,
and cried over what seen,
to the tops, of mountains' pink,
I took a gulp of air,
smelled the pines in blossoming,
and saw what I saw there,
but turned around, so I could see,
a desert's sandy shore,
roped against the dirty ground,
but feelings in my core,
I washed away in rivers' white,
and swam until I drowned,
I never heard a single word,
until I heard that sound,
with the whales, and with the sea,
I couldn't breathe, but ran,
stood upon the greatest planes,
in which I'd ever stand,
tied me to a lazy brook,
a forest bare of leaves,
snowy in the crystal woods,
and left me there to be,
I saw a cougar blink at me,
her violet eyes, entranced,
to kill me for her little ones,
or at very least, we danced,

when they shackled me unto this earth,
I knew I was too new,
overwhelmed by all this green,
and sacred topaz blue,
but once I saw the splendor,
and the sun opened my eyes,
the moon and stars were overhead,
and I was so surprised,
I was planted on this very earth,
and rooted in the ground,
and after all the time it took,
and all these things I found,
even all these blinding things,
the glass, the bricks, the stone,
has only shown what I can see,
and how this soul has grown,
I cannot see one ugly thing,
I think I'm still a dream,
when I was just a spirit,
overwhelmed by blue and green...”
Finally, that wisdom was mine, and I had earned the right to tell of this beauty. I would be a teacher for
all of eternity, but also, an immortal student.
“Come one, come all!” I sang into the Martin's skies. “Gather round, and hear the tales that may just
change your life - and death, forever!”
Weary they would come, but spritely and free they would leave. One bird at a time, learning to
relinquish their fear of the end.

Chapter 12: Fully Alive
A Dove again...A Parakeet, a Toucan, Crane, and Gull. Hummingbirds, an Owl too, finches, Falcons,
more birds. You name it, I'd go.
I was this, that, and there, every Spring there was birth, every chance to be here, I'd be there, feeling
less like a bird, and more like a spirit. Singing more like a spirit, and less like a bird.
“Twinkling in the snow, glittering in the thicket,
I bow my head down, to the crystals and crickets,
shade bounced off my eyelids in the earliest of Springs,
whirling, twirling, back and forth,
I fall, I rise,
I close my eyes,
I wake, I dream,
it's the end! I scream,
I'm trapped, I'm killed,
a body, filled,
I crash, I'm stuck, a lightning bolt; bones shatter, I crawl, diseased...
I'm caught, I bleed,
I come back, succeed!
Anew, afresh,
another breath!
Back and fourth, back and fourth, here and there, alive and dead, lended, I start, I go, I stop, I storm, I
still...Revived! I'm killed!
Looking through these eyes again, I'm sipping something land...
Too breath-taking living must be...
but it's in-between, don't rush what you can't see!
I'm addicted, I'm obsessed,
I'm a maniac to manifest - even angels think I'm foolish!
But it's too delicious to give up...”
And so I told this to every being I met.
“So lemony, a fire churns!
A sacred passion, lights and burns, it's ashened every past concern - imagine! I was weak at first!
But now I yearn, and now I squirm, and now I seek to be returned!
There's nothing that evokes you more,
than living within icy shores,
of planets vast, and universe,
I came down here to quench my thirst,
but now I'm crazed,
I'm in a haze,
ever-sweetened, so amazed!
I'm so in awe, I must be back,
I reappear, from empty black,
from atmosphere, from space I'm out,
the spirits cannot stop me now!

No angel could, no alien,
I'm off again, and I'm insane!
Untethered soul, uncontrolled,
free and wild, spinning world,
no gravity, no way to stop,
I'm flung into the cold moon rock,
I crash into the Mother sphere,
I'm back again, and out of here,
I'm wings and flight, and light and day!
I'm on and on, and here to stay,
I'm storming on, in feathers wrenchedThis way, that way, so entrenched!
I'm wind and waves, no where to turn...
I'm back again, to be a bird!
The rolling roars of awesome lifeI choose to live, so I can die!
And then they tell me, "But that's so sad..."
It never was, it never has.
And it's too delicious to give up...”

THE END

